
Power to be You

Learning language, achieving literacy, and becoming an independent communicator is a journey with many 
stages. Tobii Dynavox Snap + Core First® meets each communicator wherever they are on that journey 
and evolves with users as they grow. It is designed to be the most intuitive and engaging symbol-based 
software solution on the market so you don’t have to worry about spending hours on setup or getting the 
right content in place – it’s already done for you and is easier than ever to customize. 

Start communicating immediately 

with tools and supports, like Core Words, 
Quickfires, and Topics, that allow a communicator 

to initiate and guide the interaction. 

Designed for easy customization and consistency

with a new user interface for easy editing and grid size 
changes, common functions for dragging and dropping, 

quicker actions for linking pages, and a new Search  
tool for finding words quickly.

Created to be the best 

with years of research, feedback, and user testing 
SLPs and educators, 9 out of 10 tested preferred 

Snap over competitor apps. 

Built for confidence 

with the easiest navigation, no instructions are 
necessary and a toolbar is always available 

with tools to support you as you move around 
the system.

Snap + Core First is a companion for 
your literacy and learning journey

The power to  
fulfill my potential

Snap  + Core First®



Pathways for Core First 

This free companion app offers a guided experience to 
successfully implement Core First. Packed with expert 
knowledge, find lesson plans, tips, and videos to help you 
get the most out of Core First.

Comprehensive ecosystem of support 

Core First and the power to pave your path to literacy 
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Additional resources include:

• MyTobiiDynavox
• Discover Tobii Dynavox
• Core Word Lessons and Books
• Core First Learning

How does it help users grow? Core First was designed 
for you to move forward on your communication journey, 
and as you evolve, Core First will evolve with you – meaning 
you’ll never lose what you’ve already learned as you unlock 
additional vocabulary and new concepts. 

Why is engagement important? Core First allows its 
users to be engaged in quick, real-time conversation about 
the topics that are most important to them. Using the tools 
provided, communicators can participate, initiate, or even  
lead conversations with communication partners.

Is literacy possible? Yes! No matter your starting point, 
Core First will help you continuously learn new words, grow 
your skills, and build upon them – making literacy possible.

Core First is a pageset that is centered on Tobii Dynavox’s systematic delivery of the Core Word framework, Topics, QuickFires, 
Behavior Supports, Word Lists, and Keyboards. Rooted in research by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Core 
First helps the communicator continuously build vocabulary and skills and takes advantage of motor learning by introducing 
new vocabulary systematically and purposefully. It is built on three pillars for communication success: growth, engagement, 
and literacy.

“ Snap + Core First is so fast and responsive! When you 
touch a symbol, you get immediate voice output. This 
ensures the motor, auditory, and visual input the user 
gets when they activate a button is simultaneous and 
that helps the child learn!” 

 - SLP AND PROFESSOR FROM VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY

To keep your focus on communication growth, Snap + Core First is backed by access to a truly unparalleled and free 
ecosystem of content and resources. 

Pricing & Availability
Snap + Core First

One-time purchase

USD $49.99
• iOS – apple.com/itunes

• Windows – microsoft.com/store

Subscription options

USD $4.99 - Monthly
• Available for iOS and Windows.

•  Visit myTobiiDynavox.com to 
learn more.

Snap + Core First can now be purchased with a Purchase Order.  
Contact Technical Support at 1-800-344-1778 to learn more. Windows only.

Pathways for Core First 

FREE 

• iOS – apple.com/itunes
• Windows – microsoft.com/store

Languages Available

English (US, UK), US/Spanish Bilingual, German, Swedish, Danish, 
Norwegian, Latin American Spanish, Chinese, Portuguese (Brazil), French, 
Bi-lingual Latin American Spanish.

Free trial version available


